The use of high-pressure nuclear magnetic resonance to study protein folding.
Recent development of high-pressure cells for a variety of spectroscopic methods has enabled the use of pressure as one of the commonly used perturbations along with temperature and chemical perturbations to study folding/unfolding reactions of proteins. Although various high-pressure spectroscopy techniques have their own significance, high-pressure nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is unique in that it allows one to gain residue-specific and atom-detailed information from proteins under pressure. Furthermore, because of a peculiar volume property of a protein, high-pressure NMR allows one to obtain structural information of a protein in a wide conformational space from the bottom to the upper region of the folding funnel, giving structural reality for the "open" state of a protein proposed from hydrogen exchange. The method allows a link between equilibrium folding intermediates and the kinetic intermediates, and manifests a new view of proteins as dynamic entities amply fluctuating among the folded, intermediate, and unfolded sub ensembles. This chapter briefly summarizes the technique, the principle, and the ways to use high-pressure NMR for studying protein folding.